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V64 Laser enucleation techniques in residual BPH management
By: Enikeev D., Glybochko P., Alyaev Y., Rapoport L., Enikeev M., Sorokin N., Sukhanov R., Taratkin M.
I.M. Sechenov First Moscow State Medical University, Research Institute of Urology and Reproductive Health, Moscow, Russia

V65 Thulium fiber laser enucleation of the prostate in management of giant BPH (>200 cc)
By: Enikeev D., Glybochko P., Alyaev Y., Rapoport L., Enikeev M., Taratkin M.
I.M. Sechenov First Moscow State Medical University, Research Institute For Urology and Reproductive Health, Moscow, Russia

V66 Robot-assisted “pure” adenomectomy for large prostate adenoma: Is it the way to solve the bladder outlet obstruction and maintain a normal sexual function?
By: Porpiglia F., Fiori C., Bertolo R., Checcucci E., Amparore D., Scarpa R.M.
AOU San Luigi Gonzaga Orbassano – Turin; University of Turin, Dept. of Urology, Orbassano, Italy

V67 Recommendations for safe and efficient morcellation after endoscopic enucleation of the prostate (EEP)
By: Rijo E., Misrai V., Gomez-Sancha F.
1Hospital Quiron Barcelona, Dept. of Urology, Barcelona, Spain, 2Clinique Pasteur, Dept. of Urology, Toulouse, France, 3ICUA-Clinica CEMTRO, Dept. of Urology, Madrid, Spain

V68 HoLEP dangers: How to avoid them
By: Codas Duarte, Daily T., Fassi-Fehri H.
Edouard Herriot Hospital, Dept. of Urology and Surgery of Transplantation, Lyon, France

V69 HoLEP performed using Quanta Litho low power laser with anteroposterior en bloc technique
V63

Transvesical robotic simple prostatectomy with 360° circumferential reconstruction: Step-by-step technique

By: Cacciarmani G.E.¹, Medina L.¹, Ashrafi A.N¹, Landsberger H.¹, Winter M.¹, Desai M.¹, Aron M.¹, Berger A.²

¹University of Southern California, Dept. of Urology, Los Angeles, United States of America, ²USC Institute of Urology, Dept. of Urology, Los Angeles, United States of America